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1. Introduction

The 9th edition of the Intelligent Environments Conference (IE’13) will be held at Athens, Greece, 18 and 19 of July 2013. This is the fifth time this conference will host a range of international and multidisciplinary workshops. This year, a total of 15 workshops are being prepared and are already waiting for contributions. Amongst all workshops, 9 of them are being held independently and the other 6 are arranged in two groups of 3, in the form of a Symposium. The list of independently held workshops is the following:

1. Applications of Affective Computing in Intelligent Environments
2. Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Ambient Intelligence (AITAMI)
3. Cloud of things
4. Creative Science (CS)
5. Large Scale Intelligent Environments (WOLSIE)
6. Museums as intelligent Environments (MasIE)
7. Personalized Location Based Services
8. Smart Farms, an integral approach
9. Smart Offices and other workplaces (SOOW)

Besides, the Symposium on Intelligent Environments on Education includes these three thematically related workshops:

1. Future Intelligent Educational Environments
2. Intelligent Environments (f)or Creative Learning (IECL)
3. Intelligent Environments: Market needs & Education

The other symposium’s title to be held at IE’13 is the Symposium on Smart Cities. This Symposium includes this other workshops, also related under the thematic area:

1. Intelligent Users, Intelligent Cities
2. Sociable Smart City
3. Transport Services for Smart Cities

Instructions about submissions can be found at each workshop’s Web page. Please check the details of any of the listed workshops at http://www.intenv.org/?q=conferences/ie13/workshops

Important dates are
Workshops papers submission: 24 April 2012
Notification of acceptance: 15 May 2013
Final Version: 30 May 2013